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Abstract. SAIL, a high-level ALGOL language fur the PUP- l0, is
extended to opriatr under the TENEX umrshaiing system without
exrcuung DFC system calls. A large set of TENEX-orirntrd
runtnne iourinrs ;+re added to allow complete access to TENEX.
The emph;isis is on compatibility of programs across time-sharing
systr-ms and integrity of the language.
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i	 Introduction
IThis reports on the modifications piuvided to tile. SAIL system (see Fl-Irlinaii, Swinehart and
Sproull, Vartl-ehn) to ,allow its use on the TFNEN tnrrshtirmi system. The iradei is assumed to
have some familiarity with the SAIL manual (1). the PDP-10 reference manual (1), and the
i TENEN JSYS manual (2).
An effort has been made to niimtani maximum compatibility with the philosophy of the
SAIL language as It ions at the Stanford Artificial Intelliti;ence Laboratory (SL-AI), and at the
same- time to extend the utility and efficiency of SAIL to the TENEN timesharing system.
DEC:-SAIL (as we shall refer to the SAIL implemented for the DEC systrm) allows the user
J
close contact with the DEC timesharing system. TENEN-SAIL likewise has a complete set of
TENEN of - irmed icititines. Routines tha. ;tie named after a JSYS WE_ GTJFN) generally dust
execute that JSYS, althiatv,h eomrnmrs it is necessary to 110 a bit more fur the sake of clarity.
I
+	 Several routines (ry_ OPENI-ILE and INDENFILE) are a bit higher level th.aii JSN'Ses, and allow
J	 the user to avoid TENS\ hit-twiddlinf; for the common operations. Foi ct;it,-i traiisfri rot tines, the
emphasis has biro nit preselviq the syntax anal semantics of the old 1ou1111 0 s, foi example
J	 INPIIT, ARRYOUT. These tutttines are clus#-ly irlated to the data types ;iv,-,il;ible In the SAIL
language.
R ULIMIPS marked with :i I" In the index ;ire utiented to the DEC system and air included in
TENEN SAIL fur comb;+(ibihty.
Routines that are name(i :after a JSYS (anti hence do not necessarily petlutm an exact, logical
function) me marked with ,tit ' " in the index.
For cot,ipatihility with old programs, the routines LOOKUP. LNTER, RELEASE rt ;d. have
been nnpirnunted without callin g the 10 . 50 emulator, and are described in Section ^. 'Ne have run
a large numbei of old DEC-style programs un TE•NEX-SAIL without much mocliflearlon using
these TENENizrd routines.
Programs can use the DEC style and TENEN style routines together with few problems. For
examl,le, one might open a file with OPENFILE, do a magiape operation with MTAPE, and close
the file. with R ELFASE.
The compiler has also been complrtrd, and the entire set of changes has heed made into the
master source files a r. the Slmifuid Al Lab. Thus, users will be able to depend on the Immediate
availability of new SAIL features In the TENE*% version. For a drsctipttun of tile. command
language changes see Section 2.
'I
u
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TENE\ SAIL
2 Oprmlion of TENET' SAIL
e
0
u
Lj
U.
it
U
u
u
2.1	 The Source Cale
The intent of TFNF\ SAIL is to make basically no shames in the simcime of the language.
Thus, all features are the same across systems. Source code differences air limited to:
(1) START!CODE and QUICK!CODE: the DEC uuo's (CALLI, LOOKUP etc.) are not
available in TENFX SAIL. In then place are 0 , i, JS1'Ses. Each TFNEX site can easily construct
its own )SYS table from the standard TENEX file •-SUBSYS>STENE\.MAC (or TAI) using a
utility l,.ogram MAKTAB.TNX. Details of this are (to be) in TELLFM, the implememer's guide.
(2) RE()t11RE SOURCE'FILE the name of the SOURCE!FILE may he etth "I a TENEX
file descriptor nr a pseudn , r)U! descriptor, i e., any of the following:
-Sr11 :. H>F000in000. HAZ ; 3
FOOIJACu)fl. HAZ(Set, I TM
FOC1000011. HAZ; 3 ISr1, I TH)
If the ,ourcr"file is not found, the user call 	 the namr from the temimal.
(a) REO111RF LOADINIODULE and REi'MIRE LIBRARY specific -itlons. Note that the
LOAD!MODt_1LE and LIBRARY names must be passed to the loader ,n compatihility format,
and hence the name field must be hnuted to six characters, and the extension field to :3. (The
extension is usually .RE.L )
For the directory (or PPN) field, most TENS\ sites have the strange BBN convention that
the PPN field is of the foim
10,0IRNOI
where DIRNO rs the number of the user's directory. Rather than perpetuate his error, TENEX
SAIL translates the directoiy (or PPN field) into the number to be passed to the loader. Hence,
•:Srtl TH-PELF IL
PELF I L I M, I TH)
are passed to thr loader with the PPN firld converted to the directory numhri.
A few sites (e,g, 1N1SSS) hive used sixbit PPN's with then 10/50 emulator, so that DEC
cusps do a reasonable their,-. rot these sites, TENEX SAIL also does the right thing, under
conditional compilation of til e. _Ources.
(4) The additional tunume routines described in this document are defined to the compiler
iii TENEN SAIL. For those users desning to wine programs that conditionally compile according
to whether or not the site is a TENEX installation, sonic compile-tune test such as
IFC NOT DECLARATION(GTJFN) THENC ....
U
J
I
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Compiler Command Laneua};e 	 Page 3
will work, since GTJFN is not defined in DEC SAIL.
2.2 Compiler C:onunnnd Language
The command language to the compiler is the most different thing about TENEX SAIL. It
has been redesigned to look like a BBN style TENEX program.
When you say
@SAIL
it prints back
TENEX SAIL 8.1	 1-10-7S t? for help)
The "S. I" is the vrision number and it is followed by the cotnl,tler creation date.
The asterisk is the top command level. Two asterisks are for subcommand level.
At any point that TENEX SAIL requests a command or subcommand, the following are
legal:
7	 options available at this level
control-0
quit
control -U
restart
A command is basically a list of filrs to be compiled as a concatenated source steam. File name
recognition is available, and the default extension is .$Al.
Devices available aie TT1':. DSK: and DTAn% Other devices do nut currently work in the
compiler (although they work in the runtime routines described later.) Device names are NOT
"sticky", as they are in DEC. SAIL, and thr default device is always IISK . If the device is TTY:,
then a bare control-Z terminates uiput. Y.clitin t, is available with control-N (delete the current line)
control-R (retype the ctn rent line) and either control-A or rul,out (delete a ch:u acter).
The assumption is macle that the user wants to compile his file(s) into a .REL file with the
same name as the fist file. (Nute that the standaid DEC cusp specification
F00-F00
is usually redundant) If the user begins his command with a left arrow, no binary file is made
The name of the .REL file can be changed by a subcommand. Also, the astute file and the
switches are subcommands.
a
RO 75-28
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The following is a RNF definition of the command language, with the semantics following
the semicolon. <FILE> is a TENS\ tile specification (clone by GTJFN with recognition), and <cr>
is a carriage return.
<C0Mi1AND:•::- <FILCLIST•<cr> ;compile files	 in	 <FILELIST>
<COMMAND>::- <FILCLIST>,<cr> ;compile, subcommancl mode
COMMAND,::- <FILELIST>- ;compile. Ioad with DOT
;if	 available
<COMMAND>::- <FILELIST>.- ;compile, subeommancl, 	 load
;with DOT if	 available
<COMMANO>::- •<FILELIST> ;compile, no	 .REL	 file
<FILE'IST>::- <FILE>
<FILEL(ST>::- <FILE>,<FILLLIST>
After giving (lie command, if subcommand Irvrl was requested, (he compilrr Fruits
to indlLate subcommand Irvel The subcommand Syntax is
<SUB>::= <cr>	 :bare carriage return to
:s,Oft compilation
<SUB>::- <control-R>	 ;control-R -- .REL file
;specification via GTJFN
<SUB>::- <control-L>	 ;.LST specification to GTJFN
<SUB>::- / <SWITCH>	 some switch
Valid switches are:
G	 load aftPr compilation, exiting to the EXEC
T	 load iii th DDT
R	 double parse stack
C	 cref listing (listing filename must he specified first!!)
0	 double define pd 
P	 cloub I e system 11d 1
Q	 rloul i I r 5 t r i nrl lid I
H	 shartible compilation (default on TENCX)
I	 non--harable compilation
K	 Kount featrme
<NUM>B BAIL 'k-a t m r s
<NUM>S strinc; spate
<NUM>F
	
listing format
(See Sec. 19.3 of (3) fora more detailed
clescription of these 5witches.I
Additional debugging features for the complier hacker are available as subcommands if the
compiler is a debugging, version.
e
0
0
u
u
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u
u
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U2.3 Loading SAIL Programs
U
The loader Interfaces ale available at IMSSS, and available at other TENEX sites provided
the T MPCOR fratuir exists in the emulator.
To load a SAIL program, the main trick is to load the "SAILOW" file first. In TENEX,'tie
name of this file (to cite loader) is "SYS LOWTSA REL", where "SYS." is whatever c„jectory the
emulator recognizes as such (this is now usually <SU BSYS>). Thus, the following are sore
reasonable command strings to LOADER (where "I" is an altmode):
SYS:LOWTSA,OSK:F00%	 ;load procIr im F00
SYS: LOWTSA, 0SK : i-nj, HAZ1 	 ; I oacl prorir,'ims FOO and BAZ
SYS: LOWTSA,/TOSK:F001	 ;load with DOT
At stirs whrir LINK 10 is available, (such as SUMS\ and PARC) it is strongly
recommended to load with LINK IU A simple command sequence would be:
eLINK10
*SYS:LOWTSA	 :load crucial file first!!
*OSK:FOO	 ;program too
* /G	 ;exit to the EXEC
LINK 10 is considriably fitter than LOADER, further, BBN has appaiently snai `h tened out the
problems of the date of the core unac;e at the end of the loading process in LINK Ifs running on
version 111 of Ti NEN. In LOADER, there aie several hassles pertamnnr; to the state of the PSI
system and the rmitlatui. Warnoig: LINK Its may not woik with Borne versions of DEC
FORTRAN if the SAIL program calls FORTRAN subroutines.
	
2.4	 Editor Inter acct
Interfaces to all editois are in the IMSSS version only. "T" 4 . ets the "best" editor for
whatever terminal you aie on, "E" refs STOPGAP. At iMSSS, the ?drtor interfaces are currently
limited to G-character names and '-character r.xirnsioms, with no version specification.
	
2.3	 ConiPilrr Error Handling
The erior handle-r works as ui DEC SAIL. Logging features are available, with the default
name FILE.LOG, where FILE is the (fist) source mine. In specifying the log file naive from ti.e
terminal, GTJFN is used with recognition.
The Stanford eseape-1 interrupt (to reset the error handler) is implenirmed with a TENEX
pseudo-interrupt on cli p character control-H. (Cori101-1 would have been a bad choice since that
u	 character is a TAB.) Typing a control-H r^sets the error handlei when it has been put into au'o-continue mode
U
Li
U
u
u
u
u
u
u
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3	 DE(:-5[V1r fiuntmir Rrunnrt
The dreign c ite, tun of thr new rouunrs is to allow "standard" prom amc wi nten for the DEC
1/0 to run cm TENEN-SAIL without the rmulatm 	 The rouni ,es drsnihrd it, this section are the
old routines.	 Refer to the SAIL manual N for a cornplete description of these routines as they
(^ originally worked. 	 I
Ll Some	 routines	 (q,.,	 LOOKUP)	 ietuin	 erroi	 numbers.	 In	 TENEX•SAIL,	 these	 error
numbers air the TENEX rime uumbrrs (in the srnse of the "RSTR JSYS) rather than the DEC,
1 -^
error numbers.	 The	 lustrficaticnt fit	 this is that (1) few SAIL programs chrck, for example, the
nature of a LOCKUP rlini (rile, al PPN, illec , A file , , file hrini
	
modified, ric), and (2) any program
that	 was	 examniinf;	 nifntuIIIIIIn	 that	 closely	 would	 iequnr	 ircoding	 ism,,	 thr	 TENS\	 error
numbers, which apply morn senctl-ly to a jut) rimimiv oil
The ".A.! I	 routine clesettln'd tin 111;e S i s a	 somewhat special	 funrtniti,	 m	 that	 in	 DEC-
SAIL, it is intrndrd to piov:dr ductal %ycrrm calls. 	 We have Implenirntrd tie TENF.X•SAIL those
CALLS that ate most likely to be used Ina user SAIL program dating from the 1112II(Kl of time that
SAiL has heeii ,iv^ttl.ible at iNW'tiS.
^ 	 ^ OPEN(CNAN,"IiF.I'",Aft^l ► E,iHr/F.ORUF,+oCOUNT.aHRI^,aEOF)
t III 	 DEC. system, the ,W)n )E paiimrtet nidtcat es which of the data modrs are to be used.
Typical choices Me	 () for	 ch:u.+cteis• 'I4	 (or 7 6-hit	 wards, '17 for clump anode	 III 	 this
parametrr is mo , tly ignutrd	 III 	 it is not, for example, I)wible to (let 	 mode 1/0 to
the cask, nor IS it possible to do character mode 110 to the magtape 	 A case that ► s not Ignored: 	 I
( dump mode I/O to the dectape gives dump mode as on the DEC system, wherein one can ignore
I the cluectoiy on the tape.
in the DEC system, the ; hl[F and ofil i F parameters specify the uutnher of buffers desired
for	 input	 and	 output	 re,prcrivrly.	 Since huffemir	 is handled differently	 III 	 these	 are
J used only to nidicarr wheth"I input of output I ,. dewed.
Cuirrntly,	 the	 abo ,re two facts c reate an	 mcompauhihty,	 which	 uccut%	 wh!'!i	 a	 device	 Is
opened In clump mode with no hutteis specified and then a data rranslel atteiopted without etthet
a	 LOOKUP	 of	 LN i - E12	 This	 title.	 will	 be	 coitected,	 until	 it	 is,	 the	 user	 shuuld	 see	 the
OPENFILE	 iotirine,	 which	 is	 intended	 to	 irplacr OPEN,	 LOOF.UP,	 and	 ENTER	 for	 file
accessing in TENEX SAIL.
u
LOO if LII'(C'Il AN,"FI LE'.^^FL AC:)
t
For the "FILE" patametrr, LOOKUP, ENTER, AND RENAME u, 'fENI'N-SAIL	 all
accept either DEC or TENEN file specification, as does RUZU1RE SOURCE I FILE (see Section
U
2.1 above).
"FI	 ",+eFLENT ER((:HAN,LI:AG)
Simulates the ENTER function.
RENAME(CHAN,"NEW INAAfE",PROTECTION,AFLAG)
a
i	 la-
$0 75-2g
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The f h,'oTECTlc1N femme does not work Note that TENS\ provides extensive
protection featrilrs which are ;iccecsll,le through the GTFDE and CHFDC rommes.
USETI(C.'HAN,ULo( h')
` On TENEX, there is (,Illy one the point p i for both Input and output, hence. USETI and
USETO ue the camp function III TENEX SAIL USETI (or USETO) only works on those
device: whrir the SFP'FR JSYS works. Currently, this is only the disk In TENEX. A USETI to a
dectape caust,i Ihl' I,Ir,ck nn tilt , t.ipr to be srt via the MTOPR JSYS, which is not necessarily what
I	 Is mtemird nit the PE I[. tplem
ILI}	
In f ► F.(. SAIL, the Icttun r,f I.JSETI coidd I,r somewhat confusnlv, sincr the, effect of the
(	 USETI only takt, % l,l.nr wi,rn till' next input 110111 the systt,cl Is rrrIurst rrl. Thus, told data still in
bmi ' vi r. can I,t, mlim Ishii, Ile,' , it , ' , t of till, t S!'TI ,c I,'l1 TENEX SAIL !,as imidom Input and
^.	 output ntuir ron ► l,lorly implrnn utrd Henc e, USETI and USETO t:kc plicr mwnwimrly, with
the next Input ill output irtrimmil, IILO(h'.
1
	
	 S(r	 ni .	 disruscmii	 of	 random	 IIO	 In	 section	 Subse(tiun	 .5.1,	 noting	 that
USETI (L.: Ia'J, t{LUI. K) Is erpu ► vnlrn( to ,wr !rTR(CHAN. tHLI lK- 1 )*1:0)
l11SETO(( HAN,ALO(K)
l I	 TENFN has only (tile file pulntri (whilr;is the LEC system in ilr,st cf !it micatn:,tions has
I I	 two). Thus, USLT(.-) Is the same function in TENEX SAIL as USETI.
u	 CLOSIN(CHAN)
L^
	
	
Simulates the CLOSIN ► unction
U
CLU50(C HAN)
Simulates the ('.L<1SC1 (011,111111
CLOSE(CHAN)
Does both a CL(^SIN ;^!^d a CLO ► ,O
RELEASW HAN)
Sim ilatm the RELEASE function
NITAPE(CHAW-UNC:T10N)
FUNCTION Is performed on CHAN. according to the following code
u
0
1 Ro	 75 -z8
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0
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FUNCTION	 Operation perfoinied
U"A" Advance past one tape mark (or file)
"B"	 Backspace Fast one tape nlaik
L"F"
"E"	 Write tape mark
Advance onr ircoirl
"R"	 Backtpacr Line record
"S"	 Write ^ nuhrs of f^l:,nk tapeL "T"	 Advancr to Inn:al rod of tapeU.
	 Rrwold -old IIIIIr4ltl
„W„	 Rewind tape to load I)Ulllt
II
V In the curient DFC. version of SAIL, inoth pr niode has been implenlFnted: 	 'I" for IBM-compatible
mode.	 Since this Is Hot a standard TENEN teature, it Is not available.
I
U
The user should also sve the NITOPR routine, which does the TENEX NITOPR	 ISYS in
Its full grnriahty.	 In particular, some DECTAPE operations are performed with MTOPR.
I) The user is warned that there are serious limitations in TENEN rrgardulf; mat;t:1pes. 	 While
lJ TENEN	 Is supposed to have dev Ice . independent 1/0, the nla t tape code in TENEN (as of v. 1.31)
Is minimal, allowm?	 only dump mode nansfers	 Further. end of fill , markers rnust	 be	 written
explicitly, and It is sometimes necessary to do in MTOPR operation 0 to inset the magtape statusLl
bits.
U
TENEN SAIL has been designed to handle some of these things in a way that makes
fratur es available on a standard DEC system available in a transparent way. For example, string
Input and output functions wolf., with SAIL assunun; I28-word iecoids oil tape. ARRYIN
and AURYOUT ciusr the DUAIPI and DUMPO P'Ses to be executed for the specified word
	
L^	
counts. Closnl`; a nlagrape fllr upelt fur writiu;; will cause two EOF's to Ile written„ and one record
J b:lckspacrd. Stauts hits air cle.4icd autoinancally. Thus, s pgtirnnal kids .4nd writes will work
pretty much as they did on ,+ DEC. system. The user who wants to write ma,;tape code for
operations other than the above is hereby warned th:)t the TENF\ ma);tapr code Is fought with
peril. TENEX SAIL certainly allows full access to TENE\ in this regard, huwever.
NL• Il'!f-'HAN -- GETCIIAN
	
LJ
	
GETCHAN In TENEN corrects i bug still present in DEC-SAIL, namely, rhat while
c-ETCHAN rrturns a channrl 1huil:-• ht to be nvarl:+blr, It does nut reserve that channel, and hence
	
L
ll
successive GETCHAN^ without nrteivrninf; OFI ENs will get the same channrl. In TENEN-SAIL,
	
J	 GETCIIAN reserves the ch;urnel until an OPEN or RELEASE is performed.
U_
	
REAL!f FN - (W 1FNKHAN)
UI This is an Important function conccl,tu,-tlly, although you IlMy never need It. SAIL uses
channels for both the DEC style 1/0 and the TENEN style I/O. For most purposes, you do not
	
lI	 need to know what the TENEN JFN "really” is, since all the routines in TENEN-SAIL use the
	
lJ	 channel numbers. But, if ynn gall; want to have the 3G-bit JFN (Including flags in the left half),
this function will provide that information.
!J
u
Ilq	 .
I
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tJ RESULT - CALL(A(:C:(l Aft] LATOR!ARGUAlENT,"FUNCTION")
j The CALL function in SAIL was designed to call whicnever CALLIs were defined in the
particular time-sharing system.	 The following CALLIs are supported (in lure TENEX coding) in
the TENFX-SAIL. 	 Ar.y other call will give a non-fatal SAIL error, from 	 which continuation is
Upossible.
Implemented CALLIs:
U EXITonTr_Lornl-IT
U
T HIER
MSTIME
(,ETPPN
RUNT IM
P_IOB
RIIN
In addition, the IMSSS version has the following special CALLIs defined.
IU OATSAV
PUrINF
GETINF
(-^RANDOM
l
^l
It is believed that this includes most of the CALLIs likely to be made from a SAIL program.
(l	 4	 Obraining and Releasing Files
fU'	 The routmrs in this secoun ieplace the DEC routines OPEN, LOOKUP, ENTER and
U
	
	
RELEASE. They ,allow, these upetatiuns to be clone, relative to the SAIL data structures, with
much of the full generality of TFNEX.
The following functions arc the standard tools to reach for in doing 1/0. The new user to
U	
TENEX SAIL will find that these satisfy most SAIL and TENEX needs.
^J	 OPENFILE	 Obtain a file
r^	 CFILE	 Release a file
lUI	 SETINFUT	 Set parameters for input
INPUT	 Retul in a string
OUT	 Write a string
U	 ARRYIN	 Read in an array (36-bit words)ARRYOUT	 Write an arrayJFNS	 Read file name
u
u
' ^	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i^	 ^r	 I ^I	 '^	 +^^	 ^^	 ^	 I	 Y
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4.1
	
Alain File Opening Routines
The maul procedure is OPENFILE. 	 In terms of TENEX, OPENFILE sloes a GTJFN andU
OPENF.	 Additional ioutriles provide support to OPENFILE Including SETINPUT, SETPL,
INDEXFILE. and CFILE
U
CHAN - OPENFILF("NAAIE" "OPTIONS")
NAAIE Ic the name of nc(- lily to hr opened.	 If it IS null, then OPENFILE } o nes to the user's
U
console for the filt , winir, usni>; TENEX filewimr Ivcot;nitlull.
C:HAN, the value u1	 rile call. is a SAIL channel number.	 Note that the channel number is
not necessaidy rile same is the TENT\ JFN (although it probably is). 	 If you really need to know
IIL11{
the	 JFN,	 use CV )FN	 All	 TENEX	 SAIL functions	 accept	 a channel	 number,	 not	 a	 JFN.
(Exception:	 SETCHAN, for hackois only.)
U
OPTIONS is a string of ootiorls available to the user. 	 Legal options are:
Read	 or	 ilr i te:
l
R	 rear)
I
W	 iIr i tc
111l JJJJ A	 append
Version numbering,	 old-new:
0	 oid	 file
N	 neu	 file
T	 temporar-j	 file
*	 index	 ilith	 INDEXFILE
	 routine
nclependen t 	 hits	 to be	 ^,nt:
C	 rec► liir- e	 c on f i r nia t i nn
D	 i rtnor e	 Cie I e t ed	 I., I t
H	 "thane- l"	 access
Error	 InandI ing:
E	 return errors	 to user	 in	 the external
inteoer !ski 0.	 TENEX error code• are used.
(CHAN	 will	 be	 rel eased	 in	 this
	 C35P.)
OPENFILE hoes a GTJFN followed by -I If Some error occurs with the file, an
error message is pirated by OPENFILE, and an attempt is made to obtain a file name, from the
user's console.. This Internal handling of errors can be avoided with the "E" mode if an error
occtn-s when the "E" mode waS "'t, OPENFILE will renun -1 to the riser, and the TENEX error
code will be put into EXTERNAL INTEGER /skip!. Examples of the OPENFILE routine follow.
To write oil 	 file, the name of which is specified from the terminal:
BEGIN
INTEGER JFN;
C)UTSTR("FILE NAME*
JFN <- OPENFILE(NULL, ''WC"); COMMENT write, confirm name;
OUT(JFN, "text
CFILE(.-IFN);	 COMMENT close the file;
END;
To read Imes from a file
I	 RO 75_28
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BEGIN
SiftING	 S;
INTEGER JFN,	 BRCHAR,	 EOF;
SE Tf1REAK ( 1, ' 12. ' I SK' 14 , " I N") ;
a
OUTSTR("INPUT	 FILE*	 ");
JFN	 r-	 OPENF 1 LC (f )I iLL, "RCO") ;
SET INPUT ( Jf N, : 00, bRCHAR , EOF) ;
DO
a
BEGIN
S	 INPI.IT(JFIJ,1);
END UNTIL FOF;
CFILE(JFN);
END;
SETINPI)TV HAN, aCOf ► NT, @BR(:HAR, oEOF)
aThis routine relates to the functions of the last three arguments of the OPEN	 function in
DEC-SAIL.	 When the user wishes to use the C01 I NT, BRCHAR, and EOF features of the input
a routines, SETINP(JT will .issumlle the reference locations COUNT, BR(HAR, and EOF with the
input	 from	 CHAN.	 Thr	 INPUT	 function (sl,e Section	 5.2)	 uses 200 as	 the default	 value of
COUNT if no Ir)cation has hren assomitecl with CHAN.
As an added convenmice, all 1/0 timisfer ioutines set !skiff! to Indicate end-of-file and 1/0
errors. For example, on mttnn from INPUT (see Section 5.2), !skit,.1 will be -1 if an end-of-file
occurred, a TEN EN rrrm mimbei II ill 	 occmird, or 0 otherwise
aSETI'I.(C/IAN, oLINNIM, zPA6NVA1, aSo.SNI1A0
U
re
This Ioutinr rxtrnrls till , usrfulurss of till, INP(JT function In	 acirhnc , thi ulgh a file. Often,
one wants to ad a file, but he able to keep track of where one Is it the lil y . This routine allows
Elie user to name the variables to be used by the INPi)T function for counting; the linefeeds ('12)
and forinfreds CH) srl,n I,y INPUT, as well as krcpnit the current SOS line nurnber, if any.
a SETPL mltialnrs all rhirr varial,lr, to 0 . Each time a loinnfeed Is cren, LINWA1 is set to 0, and
PAOM I A1 is mciemrmed. 1-Irene, LINMIA1 is a count of the number of linefreds seen on the
current page, and PAGNIM is the cumber of fotmfeeds seen.
Only Input with the INPII'F, REALIN, or INTIN functims is aftrc,ed In particular,
CHARIN, and SINI do not affect these locations CHARIN and SINI were coded for speed rather
than flexibility.
FOUNWAN0THERIFILE INUEXFILE((:HAN)
r^	 This routine is useful when OPENFILE Is used with the " " option, which Indexes through
u
	
	
many files. (This is the way that the "DIRECTORY" command works In TENEX.) INDENFILE
returns TRUE as long as anothei file can be found on C:HAN.
UThe following SAIL statements illustrate the use of OPENFILE, SETINPUT, and
INDEXFILE.
L1
l^
\1
I 1 111r	 i
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U
I j	 JFN ^ OPENFILE("<JONES•*.SAI;*","RO*");
u	 COMMENT Rend all of Jones's SAIL progr.-ims.;
SET INPUT (JFN,200,0,EOF);
U	 Do BEGIN " 1 NLiEX"
110
L	 BEGIN "READ FILL"STRING S;S	 ► r1F'LIT (JFN,CtREAK' TALtLE) ;
COMMENT hrnri­,-.
I (	 ENO "REAL] FILL" UNTIL COF;
u	 END "INDEX" UNTIL NOT INDEXFILE(JFN);
^J
For those f.-umirli with the DEC system, the "':" 01)(101, takes the place of reading the MFD
r'	 and the UFD's. INDENFILE clears the EOF, L1NWA1, SOSNUM, and PAGNUM variables ifU	 these have been set by SETINPUT and SETPL.
u	 4.2	 Atvuhary File opining Rnulrncs
U
f. H q N — GTJFN("FILENAAIE",FLA(1S)
Does a GTJFN If l 1LEN4AIE is non-null, it is the filename, otherwise the 101.1(11,e goes to
^l	 the user's console foi a file. FL 65 -ire	 fui accunuilatur I, and any error code is returned in!skipl. The value of the (all is the f HAN, it obtainvd.
Ordinarily, this ruurine will nut lie needed, ^rnre the more faule routine OPENI7 1LE is
(I	 available. (G'rjl N, OPENF, GNJFN, CLONF, RLJFN, and DVCI-IR ,+re .+II in [Ills category of
(J	 being included only foi cumpleteness, and are riot iiecess;11y lur most I/O needs.)
U
AI0RE!F1LES GNJFN((HAN)
Does the. GNJFN JSYS. NOW thar a file that is open cannot have GNJFN applied to it.
The user will Usually find that the INDENFILE, which exrcutes the (;NJFN JS1'S among others,
Is actually the lus;ical tU1,CL1011 he desnes. The exception is if files are being indexed without
actually beink opened 0 e., without an OPENF JSYS), which is a sensible way of performing some
operations, such as countme the number of files in a group.
CHAN — GTJFNL
("OR1(.,.STIi".FLAG.S.JFN! f FN "[ i El"' "f)lR" "NAAf".
'- EXT" "P/?oT" "4C(01 ► NT"bE.51REDVFN)
0
u
u
u
u
0
u
I 0^
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i
Does the long form of the GTJFN JSYS. The arguments ate put Into the accumulators and
locarlons In the table .)cccptrd by the long form. (See (2] for a desci Iptioii of the long form of
GTJFN)
These art;ununts ate f.Iven below, where "AC X" means an accumulator, and "E-N" means
in the Nth addir%s of the sable.
Ar gunien t
	
Wher e placed 	 W11a It
"ORIGSTR" AC 2 Pirtial	 r,r	 complete	 string
FLAGS E+N Flags	 to GTJFN
JFN I JFN E+1 Xud	 i ntui t 	 JFN,	 output	 JFN
The fol lolling strings may I?e ctefOUl ted	 to NULL
"CIE V" E+;' dev ir.e
"DIR" E+3 directory
"NAME" E44 name
°EXT" E+5 ex ten °.iLin
"PROT" E+6 protection
"ACCOUNT" E+7 account
OESIRED I _IFN E+'10 desired JFN	 if	 B11	 on
It should be noted that GTJFNL will not OPENF the file. See the OPENF routine.
OPENF(C 11.4N.FLAGS)
Does the ( - )PF.NF JSYS on (I/ 4N, with FI.A(;.S the contents of accnmul.itor 2. TENEX
error codes ate returned nI Iskil". which is 0 If no I°rrors occurred.
Thr occacrun tiny mi- that h e IISVI will hied the options In the OPYNFILE rautme to be
insufficient, and will rI'rd III rt^r rirhrr GTJFN ur GTJFNI- to get the JFN hr rhese cases, it will
usually be necessary to OPLNF the file with this routine.
The user should note that the ways m which TENEN-SAIL opens files do not always
corrrspond to what would be nhvrous This is in gait due to the need to have all ^6 hits whenever
U	 the device is cap^hle of tiansmitnn , 16 hits, so that STOPGAP line numbers workni the INPUT
and LINOUT functions. Rest icSUlls are obtamcd by opening a TTY m 7-bit mode, the DSK or
U	 DTA In	 -bit anode, mid .+ mai,tap p m 'i6-bit dump mode (Indeed other p(lSSIbIliues may noteven work: for example-, magtapes cannot curicntly be opened in mode 0 in TENEN.)
CHAN «- SETCIIANWLAL!JFN. GTJFN!FLAGS.OPENF!FLAGS)
L^ This function should he considered liberation from SAIL 1/0. It is provided for those who
wish to do SAIL 1/0 from :I JFN this Is obtained from some other meant than the SAIL file-
opening toututes -- for example, a JFN passed from a superior fork
REALVFN is a '16-hit JFN (or JFN substitute, such as ;I Teletype number),
U	 GTJFN!FLAGS and OPENF!F'L Af . .S are the fl-- ; that sh roud be Ircoldrd drsciibmg how theGTJFN and OPFNF were accomplished. REALIJFN need not be opt-ii. The value returned by
u
I
80 75-28
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SETCHAN is a TENEX SAIL channel number, which should be used for subseclurnt TENEX
SAIL 110, SETCHAN Is he only funcuoin nl TENEX SAIL that takes an actual JFN as an
argument.
O 4.; File Closing Rourines
SUCCESS - CFILE(CHAN)
Closes the fllr (CLOSF) and releases (RLFJN) the CHAN.	 This is the ordinary way the
will dispense with a file.
n
user
FALSEU Returns TRUE if C114N log.41 and iriewd And ivitims	 otherwise.
a
CLOSF((.'/IAN)
Dues a CLOSF on CHAA.	 Ordul,mly die user will want to use the CFILE routine, which
handles errors internally. The CLOSF ,s accomplished In such a way that CHAN Is actually not
a
released.
If the device is a ma0.1 1 0 fwwii for output, then 2 end-of-file marks ate written, followed by
na
u
backspace.	 This writes a srmidaid end-of-Isle on the tape
CLOSF therefore does mole thall Its naille inlphcs.
RLJFN(C/4AN)
Q
Does the RLJFN JSYS.	 Ordulanly the user will want to use the CFILE•	routine.
a4.4	 Auxiliary File anel Device Routines
DELFI'(.HAN)
Deletes file on CHAN. The file must not be open at the time, so you may have to do a
CLOSF first. TENEX error codes ate ietwned In !skipl, which is 0 If no errors uccuried.
NUAIDL• R r DELETED - DELNF((HAN, NUMBERlRE;TAIN)
Deletes all but NVAIIIERlRETAIN versions of the file un CHAN, which must be
'	 CLOSFed first. Thus, lettmnf NUAIDERIRETAIN be n will delete all versions of the file,
NUAIDER,RETAIN I will keep only the most iecent version of the file.. The number of files
actually deleted i s retul l ied as the value of the call.1	 UNDELETE(CHAN)
Undeletes the file open on CHAN. TENEX error codes are ietuinrd in !skip.1, which is C if
no errors occurred.
I
i^ "-	 iii	 1 with	 I	 -a! 	 °!
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USIZE SIZEF(C.HAN)—
Gets the size in pii.Ts of the file open on CHAN.	 TENEN error codes are returned	 in
U!skip!, which is 0 if tau errors ucuuied.
UReturns
"FILENAME" - JI'NS(( HAN,FLA(;S)
the immr- of	 the file ;issocialed with MAN.	 FLAGS	 are for accumulator	 3 as
in the JSYS manual.	 p IS the ieasunablc default for FLAGS.
i
described
STATUS - GTSTS(CHAN)
Gets the tile! statics with the G •FSTS JSYS.
WARNING: The results of this call are not necessarily appropnnate for determining the end-
of-file if the file is beme pace-m:iplted by SAIL. 	 If you want to check for end-of-file, examine the
EOF variable Instead. 	 See SETINI'U7.
STSTS((: HAN,NEI1'!STATUS)
f	 I
LJ 'TENENSers the status of file on (HAN to NEIV ISTATUS.	 error codes are returned in
!Skip!. which is fi if no errors ucctnrrd.
U !r ((E-SS — RNANfFk'E;XISTINGCHAN,NEIV(IIAN)
U
Dar% thr	 RNAMF Jc,YS, ren,-imcn^ the file on 	 EXISTING(:11AN	 to the name	 of	 the
(vestigil) file- rue NLIV(.11 -IN	 It is nrcr%%ary for thr user to CLOSE EXI.STINGCHAN before
this operation, ,cud then OI'ENF .itam afterwards.
(1 The ioutcne RENAME from the DEC-style routines is sonietimes more convenient to use
u than RNANi	 , sincr it prilmms the GTJFN	 ind OPENFs necessary for the renaming operation.
However, the actual JFN ,issocialed with CHAN is of course changed by RENAME.
Ll SU((E.S.S — ASNDWENICE)
DEVICE (a TENEN device descrnptur) is assigned to the user. 	 TENEX	 error codes are
l
l^ returned in !skip!, which is U If no errors occur red.
SUCCESS — R ELD(I>ENICE!hESCRIPToR)
FJ DEVICE is deassigned.	 If DEVICE is -I, then all devices assigned to the lob are deassigned.
TEN EX error codes are r rtnrli ed Ill !skip!, which is 0 If no errors occurred.
l	 J DUISTAT -GDS'I'S(CH,9N,^+It't^Rli!(:OIINT)
The status of the device inn CHAN is Irmined in DEV.15TAT anu the contems of AC ? (the
U
word count) Is returned in refererice variable IVOR(i!COVAIT.
SDSTS((`IlAN,NEIV (ST ATUS)
it
i1 4ow —
	
r
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U
The states of 11ir drvire on (HAN is thanked to NF.1V),STAI f)S Remark some magtape
statuses (such as E• OF) arc not, as one would suspect, set by this JSYS, but tathri by the MTOPR
	
f 
.I	
JSYS. Ordinarily, the SAIL runtime system takes care of this, but it is worth mentioning, since so
many users have run into this purely clocumented fact ;Tout TEN EN.
L
1 ► El'KE!1)E5I6NATOR STDEV("1)EI1IC:E!NAAIE")
A string (such as "DTA t t") is conveiteci io a I t EVI(E!1)E.5I6NATOR. Warning: TENEXL does not accrpt lowrr rase chara(tets as being equivalent to upper case characters on the STDEVJSYS (although it does on GTJFN for example.) TENEX error codes are ieturnea in !skip!, which
is 0 if no errors octal red.
U"I)El'I( ElNAME" DEVS'f(1)EN10E!1)ESIGNATOR)
	
1I	
Returns the string name of DEVIMI)ESIGNATOR.
	
LJ	 DEVICElT)'PE DEVTYPE(CHAN)
U Retur ns (via the DVCI W JSYS) the device type of the device open on CHAN. The moregeneral DVCHR call is also implemrnted (below).
	
t'	 I)EIIICE!(,11AIiA!TERI.STICS — DVCIIR(C.NAN,,-)A('1,,1,AC:3)
	
rUl	 Does the DEVCI-IR JSYS, retaining the flags from AC2 as the valur of the call, and AC1
and AC3 get the contents of ac's I and I.
UGTFDB((:11AN, REFERENCE INTEGER ARRAY BOF)
	
1	 Entire FDB of CHAN is teal into B1 1 F. No bounds checking, so BUF should be at least '25
uwords.
CIIFI)Il,(C HAN, DISPLACEMENT, MASK, CHAN6EI)1B1TS)
Does the CHFDB JSYS on CHAN, with DISPLACEAfENT, MASK, and
CHANGEWBITS as described in Ill.
MTOPR(C:HANYUNCTIONJ'ALUE)
	
(1	 Does the MTOPR JSYS. The user may find the DEC-style MTAPE function more
Ucomfortable. FUNCTION goes into accumulator 2, and VALVE goes into accumulator
	
n	
BI(JFN((.HAN)
	
Lf	 Does the BK JFN JSYS on C11 4N. TENS\ error codes are returned in !skirl, which is 0 if
no errors occurred. Not riitrncded for ordinary use
BYTE-51ZE RFIIS"Z((.NAN)
U
Reads the byte size of the file open on CHAN. Not intended for normal use
u
u
0
u
u
u
n
u
u
u
0
0
U
D
u
u
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S	 (rarer Tionsfer Roirrines
The routines drsuibrd m this section do d'aa transfers. For the most p:ut, these routines are
the same synt.icncally and sr!n.uincally as the inumos ui DEC-SAIL.
One hnprovrmr it m TrNEN SAIL is tlot characters and words can be nmrd in reading or
writing to a file, provided the fill , is un the disk Stich 1/0 is celled darn mixed 1/0.
The followinf., intril,imanim is E' Ivrn to data mixed 110. There is one logical character
pointer into the file. When a character is read or written, it accesses the byte Iminted to by the
pointer. Their Is only unN Iw11110! fui both input ar:d uutput. When a wuid is read or written, the
next full word position In the file is accessed.
See below for reading and changing this pointer. This feature is only available to those
dc.:ces that support random 110, cuiiently only the disk.
3.1	 Output Reurincs
CIIAROUT(( HAN, CHAR)
Writes a single C H AR to ( HAN.
DUT((:HAN "STRING.")
Outputs a SAIL string to the (HAN.
LINOUTV.- HAN, VALUE)
This routine has littIv use, but is included since it was in the DEC-SAIL. It writes an SOS
line number tin CHAN.
IVORY ^ WORDIN(CHAN)
Reads a word (16-bits) hum the file, which must be open for 16-bit transfers.
WORDOUT((HAN BYTE)
Sends a 16-bit BYTE to CNAN, which must be upen foi 16-bit transfers.
AR ItYIN((.HAN. ^LOC,(:O1.INT)
Reads in COUNT %voids intu LO( from (.HAN The file should be ripen for Xi-bit bytes for
tills to work. If the (HAN Is open in TENEN DUMP mode (which should not be contused with
the DEC system DUMP imtdr), rach ARRYIN or ARRYOUT specifies .. sinc-le. DUNEPl/DUMPO
operation. This Is particuLu-ly relevant to magtape operations.
WARNING: no array bounds checking.
.
u
I^ 	 RO 75-28
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ARR1'OLIW.HAN, ^LO(:,(OVNT)
UWrties COfiNT words to (HAN starting	 L('C. The file should be open in	 -bit bytes.
5.2
	
(:lrnraitir !n/ g ut Frrr ri Ff(r!
U
DEC-SAIL had the followme routines for character Input:
INPUT REALIN INTIN
U T ENEX-SAIL has these mutmes, plus the routmrs CHARIN (read a single character) and S1N1(read a string upto a specified character). Also, the INPUT function can be set (using SETPL) to
count the page and line numbers in the file.
U('HAR CIIARIN(f-HAN)
U
Remins the next chmacten hum a file (open for character rearing) Retuins p if the file is at
the en d.
"INPOT!STRING° — SINI((:H;IN, A1;IXLEN6TH, nitmI AR)
URrads in a sttnig of chaiartets, ti , immawd by DRI.(HAR or miching AIAXLENGTH,
whichem happrns fast 	 (It is named SINI lr(ause it i s life the SIN JSYS in TEf",'EN.)
U The	 rxtemal	 mtrr , rr	 likrp!	 will	 he	 •1	 if	 call	 terminated	 for	 count,	 rise	 it	 will	 have	 the
breakcharactei, which will he the last character trod it the encl-of-file is encomiteicd.
"INPUT!STRING" — INI'LlWHAN, BREAOTADLErNVAIDER)
REAL — REALIN((HAN)
I	 l
LJ INTEGER - INTIN((.HAN)
a[For a description of INPUT, REALIN, AND INTIN see Sec 7.4 of [3))
STDUR K(('HAN)
This routine trails in Ihr srancl:ud break-table tilt oil
U
5.3	 Random I n put (71111 Our put
As mentioned In.viously, TENEN SAIL allows the mature of input and output from the
same file with loth characteis and words being icad and written	 For these purposes there is one
U
logical character pomwi to the next character to be read or written. 	 Either ieacling or wining a
2
9ftj	 I ^tttittr•t^
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Ucharacter increments thAt punrier.	 If a mid passes the end of the fdr, the r0 F variable in the
SETINPUT tunmoi, (u, the Da. Innctiun (_OPEN) .Ord external mtetvr !skip.1 are set to -I. 	 If a
f write. Lasses the end of file, thrn the end of file Is advancrd 	 Reading or writing a word advances
u the character hointrr to the next full word In the fire, where 5 ASCII characters is of course one
word.
UWhen the devicr allows fur iaodom 1/0, TENFX SAIL provides the following four logical
functions to read and modify the character and word pointers Into the file:
U
RCHPTR(CHAN)	 reads	 the chni- acter pointer
SCHPTRiLHAN,P0INTEP ► 	 sets	 thr. ch•iracter	 pointer
RWOPTR(CIIAN)	 reads	 the rrord pointer
a
SWOPTR(CHAN,P01NTER)	 set s the oord pointer
RCHPTR and SC:HPTR read -md chance thr character pointer. 	 RWDPTR and SWDPTR read
and change the word pointer.	 These functions work like RFPTR and SFPTR when the file is
open	 in	 7-bit	 size	 for chm asters or	 "G-bit size for words	 The user	 should	 not,	 however, use
RFPTR or SFPTR ditt-ly, since the ie E.ulm TENS\ pointer accessed by RFPTR and SFPTR
will n7t	 neerkcm ily	 i etl- • r t	 11111 1(" lilt
U Thr TI;NI.N SAIL user is w.nnrd that data-nixed 1/0 and random I/O are not frat,rres ofDEC SAIL; thrnrr, pion;Loo s ^ismi	 these fratures will not he readily nanspuitable to PDP-10 sites
using the DF'(. systrm
UCurrently the random , feature only works on the disk; however, they are coded so that if
RFPTR and SFPTR ate ever extended to Other deVILCS (e. t;., DEC tape), thru tandum I/O would
it	 work on thosr rlevicrs as well. hue fastest opeimiun on the disk - the appiopilate (rages of the disk
J^-+I 	 file are mapped usinf; the PNIAP JS1'S.
+l	 There Is some mefficiv:i y associated with dat i mixed 1/0 and random 1/0, since the SAIL
I(^r runtime system has to shntlle its pomters and livilmps do PMAPs and reset the end-of-file pointer.
Calls to TFNF-X (which represent the giratest potential overhead) are however kept to a minimum
for fastest uperatiun.
U The following is the list of routines that rue associated with random 1	 The routines
RFPTR and SFPTR are Included for completrrrrss, and should not be used by the ordinary user.
C^
	
	
The character pointer is accessed with RCHPTR and SCHPTR, and the word pointer is accessed
with RWDPTR and SWDPTR.
( HARPOINTER Itcm-rR(CHAN
Returns the byte that will next be accessed by ,i character read or write Operation, where the
first character is character nrinrher 0 Illepl unless the file us oil disk Dues rrut chmige the
state of the I/O system. 'rLNI;X error codes are irturned in r skip ?, which is tt ii no errors
occur red-
SCIIPTR(CH AN,NEIV POINTER)
Changes the byte that will next be accessed by a character read or write operation. If
U
A
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NEWPU1NTER' Is -I, then the 11auitei Is set to the end of file. 	 Set(mg the pumtel beyond the end
of file Ills may cllanE;e the 11 , 11U.01 d1f	 the Illy	 It	 It	 Is bviq	 mitten,	 lllvg,ll milrss the	 file	 Is	 on	 the
L
l^
disk.	 TENEX error cod rs are irnnnrd Ill !skip!, which Is 0 if no errors occutlyd.
WoR(II'tJ1NTER - RWDPTR((HAN)
Rcnttns the number	 of the nr\t word that will be trad or wintrn by a	 word operation,
where the first word is word number 0	 Illec,al unless the trle Is on the disk	 Does not change the
state of	 the	 1/0	 system.	 TENEN	 errot	 codes are	 Ietulned	 In	 lskip l , which	 Is	 0	 If	 no errors
a
occurred.
S%%'1)1'TR((:1iAN,NLI1'Pc)INTER)
UChange , the	 ward	 that	 will	 next	 be	 accessed	 by	 a	 word	 read	 or	 wine	 operation.	 If
NEWPOINTER is - I, then the prim ri is wt to the end of the file	 Settmpf tiie polntei beyond the
r, end
	
of	 [lie	 file will	 dh;ul, r the	 I- llt , ;h of	 the	 Ills It	 It	 Is	 bring	 wriurn	 Illcg;tl	 unlrss cite file	 Is	 on
Uthe disk.	 TENEN error codlcs mi , ji , m	 ed In ^rki/+^, which Is () If no elms occurred.
SFI''I'Ir:(C:H^IP.',/'t^/NTEti)
Does the SFP1 R J1,YS. Not Intended far not mal use	 ','ENE\ et tui codes are returned In
l5kil1l , which Is 0 If no el hies LK(MIC 1.
UPOINTER MA"I'R(CHAN)-
Does the RFPI , R JS1'ti. Nil[ Intended) for nurmal use. TENEN emer codes ,41e rettuned in
!skip!, which Is 0 if no ri rors occm Icd.
U5.4 Direct h.SK Operations
The	 routines	 DSKIN	 and	 USKOUT do direct	 DSF	 operations	 In	 TENEN-SAIL.	 They
1 t correspond to the device PAK In the DEC. system. 	 These routines relate only to the IMSSS version
u of TENEN-SAIL.
U
DSKIN(MoDI I LE, RECNO,CO(^NT, vLoC)
(IMSSS only )
iI DSK IN clors direct 1/0 Ilnm the DSK (tormclly device "PAK `).	 Modules 1 . 7 ;Ire Irgal forLS everyone, utne r 	 imKIIIIr s Ir,lulfe enabled sl:+tus.
COU NT words	 ai e read Into user's cote at location LOs', fr om ,ilODOL E, record
RECNO.	 TEN i \	 erroi	 uxles	 arc	 I ern nrd	 in	 !sl tp!,	 which	 is	 0	 if	 on	 errol s	 occurred.
WARNING:	 No bounds chrcl.mg is prlturmcd to see if the LO( Is a IPf;al SAIL array.
UDSKOI,ITMOVI LE, RECNO. COUNT, mLOC)
(IMSSS only )
i
^, b
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Works Ur DSK IN, vxcrpt that it writes Instead of reads. No bounds checking 1s performed
i
on the locations bring wrrttru (so -hey may not he 1%al SAIL arrays).
U
G	 Error Hvidling
`	 Whvn errors occur, soma esmrs the mimo0e routines trap these rrrol s themsel—s. This
Lpractice Is held	 a mrntmunn, srncr the rrrur Itself may be tnfolmatton that the user is interested
In seeing Usually, the toutur1's (as marked) put the TENE\ error code in EXTERNAL
INTEGER lskif,), which you may declare and examine after any call so marked The TENEX
^' 1	 error nunthcrs Llun't AIw.AyS make peud sense, but fur the cases that they do, the ERSTR routine
^f	 will print out on thr user's currsolr the message asstKtatrd with that error number.
ERSTR(CRUNo.FoRK)
11srnp the rRti'rR J"1'S, types cult on thr cnnsoile the TENE\ ornn string assocr ntrd with
ERRNO Ior folk FORK (A110iun1) for ihr cu11rr1t took). Palamrtrls (tit the sense of the ERSTR
JSYS) ale exp:uulyd.
Types uut thr suing F:I:S 1'R: UNDEFINLD ERROR NUMBER If somethm, 1's wrong
with your error number or fork (.Intl sets Iskip i to •I).
7	 Trrmrnalllrn,lling
The routines In this section orally rifer to terminals only In the so-c.11t •d "nivij-sysrem"
version of TENFN (plannrd obsr,lescence) The argument CHAN may be rrther a SAIL channe,
number associated with ;I or a terminal specifier (such as '100 or '101 for the controlling
terminal).
AlobE)ItIoRIr - RFM0D((HAN)
Reads a fur's nude wu1d, using the Rrmor) JS1'S.
SFMOD(( HAN. ,IC 2)
Sets a We's loode wurd to :tn,umrnt AC2, usiq th e, SFMOD JS1'S. WARNING: some
features, Such as 111)101'1 case tonve0sn0n, th.it  :ne advrruto-d by 6CN ,is hr i ng accomp l ished with
the SFMOD JSYS are aUttall ac rnnnolishrd with the STPAR JSYS.
R FCOM 11 AN,,o AC2,-'D AC 3)
Does RFCOC JNYS, attuning values in 1AC2 and AC.3.
SFCOC(C11AN,ACZ AC 3)
U
J
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Does SFCOC JSYS, setnug to AC2 and AC3.
STPA R(( HAN,AC2)
Does the STPAR JSYS, >runig to 1IC2.
TERAIIN.4L!Tl'PE GTTYP((.HAN.@BUFFERS)
Returns the terminal type associated with CHAN, additional values returned from
accumulator 2 into ieference parameter BUFFERS.
STTY P((11AN,AC2)
Simulates terminal input on CHAN by putting 1IC2 in the input buffer.
The usual SAIL routines for teletype 1/0 are all available in TENEN SAIL. 1 hese routines
a re:
INCHH,! IMARS INCHWL I NCHSL INSTR INSTRL INSTRS OUTCHR 0UTSTR CLRBUF
TTY114 TTYIN TTYML
In addition, PBIN, PP,OUT, mid PSOUT have been added, althom 1 h they execute exactly the
same code as 1NCHRW. OUTCI IR. and OUTSTR respectively TEN EN-SAIL sets th? modes for
teletype 1/0 in a way similar to the DEC system. You may examine and change those modes with
the RFMOD, SFM OD, etc., drscrlbrd above.
U1,4RAC:TER PBTIN(.5E('0N1)5)
(IMSSS only.]
Executes the PBTIN JSYS, with timing of SECONDS. IMSSS only.
"INPUT!STRING" - WIFTY
INTTY does a TENE•N-style input. (Note that INCHWL does a DEC system style line
input, with Iuboait delrrin t; line character and contiol-U deleting the whole line.)
At sites othri than INTSSS, this Inlllillr f^rts a I1111' of up to :20i i characters 1151110 editing
conventions sui.il:u to many TENK\ pio,lams. Consul-N deletes the line, control-R repeats the
CUI - lellt paltl;il Mlle, and both CRIMIUI-A and Itibow delete a single ch;ilactor. Line activation Is
with an EOL_. ESCAPE, corin-ol-Z or control-C The break character Is not appended to the string
returned, but is put into lskip!, which is -1 if the input is terminated for overflowing the 200
character hi-nit.
At IMSSS, this loumic uses the PSTIN JSYS, and accepts as many is 200 characters from
the user's Tvlrtypr, with Ihr tt,indaid system brrakcharacters. The breakcharactrr Itself is removed
from the string, and no tlnunf Is ivail,able, If the t.dault of 200 characters is rxceedrd, then Isk.ip!
is set to -I; otherwise, !skill.1 has tale break-character.
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Ll	 S Paging the TENEX-,SAIL	 llnagi
Presently, the (silly iuutine available is PNIAP. It is clearly desirable that
the SAIL alloc:stiun ruutnies (CORGET et al.) he iedesis ned to take adv mta(;e of the paging
environment, and that crit.-+rn d ita types b? added tc the SAIL language to contiol allocation. The
only teature added is the PRESE.TVITH constiucrion, which is like PRELOADIWITH except
L
that the array is placed in the high segnent
PMAP(A(1,AC2,AC3)
LlDoes the PN1AP JSYS, using the accumulators for the arguments.
q	 uriliry rEN,: X Svste) ?i (sells
UThe functions in this section do utility calls oil 	 An rfloit has been made to
Provide calls that react 111d wine strmc,S which 	 bcr inconvenient for the user to perform in
`	 STARTIC.OUE. It shrnrld IW nutstcl that the TENT SAIL ronipdes has the TENEN JSYS
u	 mnemonics drfinrd to tiTART'COUE. These drimincins should not be confused with the function
calls of the same name.
"IrATElTIAIF" -- 0DTIN1WT,FORAI 4T)
Tl,e string reprrmnration (nf the date and time. DT are returned in format specified by
J	
FORAI AT. UT is in internal TENEN representation.
J	 TENEX Defaults:
U	 OT	 -1	 Curren! (late and timeFORMAT	 -1	 Format: "TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 1974 16:33:32"
(rT - IDTIM("1)ATE!TIA1E")
IiATE!TIA1E is the daw .uul runs as a strin t , in some rcasunable format. The internal
TENE• \ iepresentatiun rs irtut wd TENEN error codes are returned in Ish,If s !, which is 0 if no
errors occurred.
RtINNING!TIAIE - RLINTM(Ft),PK,,^C.ONSOLE!TIAIE)
The running time In nulhsecouds for FORA is returned, and the console connect time is
returned in (ONSOLE!TIAIE
`J	 DT GTA D
The current date and time, in TENEN representation, is returned
l	 JoBNO - GJINf(M1LOGIiIR,aCONDIR,,DTT1'NO)
u
AW	 go
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r,
The	 user's	 Job	 numf,er	 is	 retuinpd	 as the	 value of	 the call.	 Reteience	 values	 are:	 the
number of the logged directory (LO(IDIR), the connected directory (C.ONDIR), and the TENEX
II
l
Teletype numher (TT!'NO)
WREC:TORl'INUAIDER - STDIR("DIRECToR1"',L)ORE('OGN1T10N)
Returns the directory uuuil,er associated with a string.	 Any problems are returned in !skip!
with the code:
1 string does not match
2 string is anlbit;iiot(s.
`	 I
IJ
Note that "DIRFCTORY" m1.1S -r BE IN UPPERCASF. FOR THE STDIR JSYS.
"DIRECTORY" — DIRST(DIRNO)
Returns	 for directory UIRNO.	 Any	 lsk.ip!	 be	 TRUE.the string ilanie	 problems cause	 to	 set
t^ RUNPRG("PRO(.RAAi",IW'REAfENT, .NEWFoRK)
This does two entirely diffeient things depending oil
	 NEWFORK is true or not.
If	 NEIVFORK	 is	 true,	 then	 a	 new	 fork	 is	 creareo,	 capabilities	 are	 transmitted,
	 and
PROGRAM	 is	 tun	 ill	 the	 new	 lork	 (with	 the	 curient	 fork	 suspended	 by	 a	 WFORK).
INC:REA •!ENT is added to the entty vector loeatinn.
If NEWFORK	 is false, then the current fork is replaced with 	 PROGRAM.	 In this case,
RUNPRG is like the DEC RUN uuo, and hence if the INCREMENT is I, the program is started
at the CCL address.	 If (lie routine returns at all, there was a problem with the file.
Remember to say SAV as the PROGRAA1 extension.
U
10	 Psrudb- Mtrrru/its
y
The interrupt routines ill are closely associated with the special interrupt facility
available at the Stanfuid Artificial Intellikeilce Project. In order to accuuilt foi -
 the features needed
for the SAIL langua f e (su(h as the existence of processes within SAIL), a d to provide for the use
of the TENEX pseudo-interrupt system (PSI), the following decisions have been nlacle:
(1) The interrupt channel numbers will refer to PSI channels, not to channels in the SU-AI
or DEC systems. See [2) for a list of 'hese TENEX channels.
U
(2) Only those interrupt functions that refer to the current TENEX fork will (n general be
provided.
(3) The TENEX user may use the PSI system independently of the routines described
^10
T
via 
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LJ
herein. Thus, mach-ne code functions will generally work together with the functions described
f1 here.
!1 (4) The use of the clock interrupt at SU-AI will be emulated by providing functions that
Il	
initiate interrupts from an iilei iur folk.
11
10.1	 Imrnc(hate and Referred Interrul,ts
C^
SAIL provitlrs two kinds ref iiterluPts: immediate and deferred. lmmrdiate interrupts are
r^	 executed Immediately. Drtriird inteimpts are qurd into a list of rcclucsts that are executed the
L
next time a polling point is encountered in the pro g ram. It should be remarked that a SAIL
deferred inteirupt is diffelent thall a defeircd interrupt to the sense of the STIW JSYS. The
main point of the SAIL defrin •d intrimpt is to assure that the state of the runtime system is
U
sensible when the code assoriatrd with the interrupt is executed.
Immediate mtrimpis are liber;,tion from SAIL, and the user is warned accordingly. In
particular, str i ng oprrauons will cause 1101 rible results if the Immediate Interrupt happens during
string garhage collection.
The following routines lie the main TENEN SAIL Interrupt routines for immediate
interrupt:
PSIHAP sets up the book-keeping 	 for a PSI
channel
ENABLE turns on a PSI	 channel
DISABLE turns off	 a PSI	 channel
ATI •associates a cont-ol-character 	 with a
channelU
DTI turns off	 a given control-character
The following example chows the use of (lire luunnes to set up a PSI interrupt. 	 The program is
L!
supposed to III lilt out clots rr iievor, but print "HI USER" when a control-0 is typed.
BEGIN
U SIMPLE PROCEDURE F00;OUTSTRI"H1	 USER
COMMENT note	 that	 only constant
	 strings
^
1
I are accessed by FOG.;
PSIMAPt1,FO0,0,3);
COMMENT	 sets up a	 level-3 PSI	 on channel
1,	 and passes	 the address of F00	 to be
1
exacuted	 at	 interrupt	 level.;
ENABLE(1); COMMENT	 turn on channel	 1.;
ATI(1,"0"-'1001;
COMMENT associates control-0 with channel
	 1;
I^ COMMENT	 body of 1)ro; , ra in.	 ;
DO OUTCHR(".")	 UNTIL FALSE;
ENO;
v
b^_ i	 !	 I	 _I_
	
I	 I	 I_
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WARNING: Immediate interrupts are asynchronous as far as the SAIL runtime system is
concerned. While the intrimpt handler saves and restores all accumulators, and sets up new
interrupt -level stacks, many thmf,s may not work ti ansparently. In particular, the creation and
access of SAIL dynamic stiutgs is to be avoided, since interrupting during garbage collection will
n
leave the strings in a nonsensical state.
i.l
n	 10.2	 Dcfrrrrd InrrrrnPls
U Deferred intrrmpt^ air safei than intmrdiate ones, although somewhat more diffictilt to use.
r,	 The followtn;; thtnf;s r.om111wite deferred interrupts beyond the above example of an immediate
u`t	 interrupt.
(1) Drlrirrd mtr- rmptc .ire handled by a special SAIL process called INTPRO. INTPRO
(i	 must be sprouted by the process system. This is done by the routine INTSET.
u
	
	 (2) The pioc pdme DFRINT must be passed to PSIMAP. DFRINT is executed at Interrupt
level, and it buffers the rr,purst fur the deferred toile.
(3) The requrst fur the deferred code is made by creatu,g a special block of code, called a
deferred Interrupt cAlirg block. and an AOC)N pointer to this block is passed as the third
U
argument to PSIMAP.
(4) Finally, the deferred interrupts must be executed This is done by including- POLL
a	
statements in the user's piogi am. Since the deferred interrupts are handled by the special process
INTPRO, PULL works past as it would for any other process, with the exception that INTPRO
has the highest priority. 	 POLL statements may be inserted by the R Ei`UIRE
r^	
POLLINUINTERVAL statement; see [?].
"	 The following prog ram illristi aces how these thin 6 s can be accomplished. It is similar in
operation to the above immediate. mtert opt proE;ram.
u
u
v
U
a
u
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BEGINPROCEDURE F00(INTEGER l,J);
a OUTSTR("HI	 "	 6 CVS(I) 6	 8 CVS(J) 	 d "
INTEGER ARRAY FOOBLK11:41;
U FOO©LKI11 	 - 4; COMMENT numhcr of cords	 involved;FOOBLK 121 	 - 12: COWIEW numoer of arguments:FOOBLK 131 	 -	 13;FOOBLK141 	 - -1 LSH 1S + LOCATION(FO01;COMt1E11T 	 address of	 F00;
INTSET(NEW,O); COMMENT HEW returns a new	 item forU the proccss	 1NTPRG;PSIMAP(1,DFRINT,-4 LSH 18 + LOCATION (FOOBLK(1)),3);ENABLE(1);ATI(1,"0"-'100);
DO BEGINOUTCHR
u POLL;END UNTIL FALSE;
END;
Now, whenever a control-C) is typed, DFRINT buffers the request, and makes INTPRO
ready to run; then DFRINT DERRKs (III the sense of the DESRK )S1'S) back to the interrupted
code. At SAIL user level, the POLL statrmrnt causes the process scl ► edtller to run 1NTPRO,
where the deferred Interrupt calling block (which was copied by DFRINT) is used to call FOO.
i U
	 The dots are Interrupted by "HI 12 13" being printed out.
	
LJ	
10.3	 Clock /wer,x/45
	
J1	 A feature of the SI).AI narrrupt system is to Interrupt on clock ticks (every 1/60th of a
second.) This interrupt hal,hrns every tick, regardless of whether the user Is the running fob or
	
U	 not. SAIL uses the clock Interrupt to drive the process machinery via the CLKNIOD routine.This feature is not available oil 	 TENS\ systems. (IMSSS has implemented a clock
l
interrupt but BBN has declined to support it.)
	
iI	 In order to facilitate the use of processes and to provide for time interrupts on standard
TENEX installations, TENS\ SAIL has the following three functions:
	
LJ	 PSIDISMS (PSI CHAN, MST IME) 	 interrupt every MSTIME miIIi:.econdlPSIRUNTM(PSICHAN,MSTIME) 	 interrupt every MSTIME milliseconds of runtimeKPSITIME(PSICHAN) 	 turn off timing
33
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U	 Several channels can he intrrrripred in  this way, with different timing ntervals. Current l y, this isg	 Y
U implemented  by creating an inferior fork that dismisses, then initiates the appropriate interrupt.These programs run m the accumulators of the inferior fork. The following is an approximationof the program in the irfetioi fork for PSIDISNIS.
WAIT:	 r10vE 1,IMSTIME) ;TIME	 TO DISM;SS FOR
U DISMS ;GO AWAY
MOVEI 1,-1 ;HANDLE TO SUPERIOR FORK
r10VF. " IpsirIian	 hit	 mask] :SELECTED CHANNEL
1 1 C ; CALI'^E	 AN	 INTERRUPT
JRST WAIT ;CONTINUE
The following is an apprmimanni (if the prov,rann Char !uns In the infeitoi frnk for PSIRUNTM.
tit
WAIT:	 MOVEI 1,MSTIME. :DISMS FOR THIS LONG
D I Sr1`1
U MOVERUNTM 1,-1 :SUPERIOR FORK;GET TOTAL RUNTIME OF SUPERIORCAMI;E 1,NFXfTIMFU ;HEADY
JRST WAIT NO
ADD 1 1, MST 1 r1FU MOVEM I	 NEXTTIME :.,'AVE NEXT TIME TO BE	 INTERRUPTEDMOVEI 1,-1 ;SUPERIOR
MOVE_ 2,I1)sichan	 bit	 mask] ;SELECTED CHANNEL
I IC
JRST WAIT
: CAI ISE	 INTERRUPT
;CONTINUE
Note that several different events may cause an Interrupt on a given chr,nnel. For example,
juI	 one or more connol-rharacteis may be assigned with ATI to a channel that Is also being
interrupted via a timing fork.
U
The following causrs the SAIL process scheduler to schedule on clock interrupts, using PSI
channel number I.
a	
PSIMAP(1,CLKMOD,0,:.);
ENABLE(1);
PSIDISMS(1,1000/G0);	 COMMENT 1160 of a second --
L
closest to the Iiay this works at _U-AI;
u 10.4 TL• NEX Imple"ienratfon
The following describes how TENS\ SAIL handles its inteirupts The SAIL initialization
does a SIR, setting up the rables to r • ztcrrral nntrf;ers LEVTAi; and CFINTAR. then does an EIR
to turn on the interrupt systeni. PSINfAP tills the appropriate CHNTAG location with XWD
LEV,LEVROU, where LEVROU is the address of the routine that handles the interrupts for level
r^ 	 LEA. LEVROU saves the acumitilators in blocks PSIACS, PS2ACS, and PS^ACS, which are
I` 	external integers, for levels I through ? respectively. Thus, for a level 3 interrupt, accumulator x
can be accessed by the expression:
U
I
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u
U	
MEMORY[LOCATION(PS3ACS) + «l
U	 where PS`tACS is an external Integer. The PC can be obtained by reading the LEVTAB address
1 l	
with the RIR JSYS, as described in (2).
" ENABLE. and DISACLE do AIC and WC JS1'Ses respectively, and ATI and DTI do the
ATI and DTI JSYScs. The user ran use such routines as RTIW and STIW to access the
interrupts as described in  the JSYS manual.
10.5	 Interrupt Functions
f	 The following desutbes the lounnes that are available. Note that PSICHAN always refers to
U a TEN EX pseudo-intri I upt f unction.
I 1	 INTMAP(PSICHAN, ROUTINE, C.'ALLING!BLOCK)
LJ This is the same function as described in the SAIL manual [3). It is equivalent to calling
PSIMAP with the fourth argument a ?, for Interrupt level 3. PSIMAP was added to allow the
TENEX SAIL user the ability to use all three levels.
JL	 PSIhIAP(P.SICHAN, ROUTINE,C:ALLING!BLOCK, LEVEL)
' I	 PSICHAN is a number of a TENEX pseudo-interrupt channel. ROUTINE is executed at
u
	
	interrupt level 1.FVEL. If the Intel iupt i s defeiled, Then C:ALLING 1 13LOCK Is an AOBJN pointer
to the block that says what to do when the deferred code is actually pmcessrd Eater, as more fully
f	 described in [1), undrr for functicm INTAIAP. PSIMAP Is like INTNIAP except that the LEVEL
(_J
	 argument has been ,idled.
U
INTSET(PRO('E5•5!1TEAl, ARGUAIENT)
Sprouts the INTPRO process for deferred interrupts, as nn [3).
U
ENABLE(PSICHAN)
f	
Turns on PSICI IAN with the AIC JSYS.
±	 DISABLE(P-SICHAN)
Turns off PSICHAN with the DIC JSYS.
ATI(PSICHAN, CODE)
ti
	
	
Does the ATI JSYS, associ,atme CODE with PSICHAN. CODE is not necessaril y an ASCII
character code, but it always is for control-A through contiol•Z. See (2).
L
DTI(CODE)
e
0
0
0
D
u
0
iu
^u
u
^o
u
uU
n
u
0
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Does the DTI JSYS for CODE.
DFR INT
The deferring routine, executrd at intci rupt level. See [3).
DFRINI
See N.
INT TBUSIZE)
See (3).
CLI(MOD
See (3).
PSIDISMS(PSIC:HAN, A1.STIME)
As described above, creates an inferior fork that initiates an interrupt oil
	 every
MSTIME milliseconds.
PSIRUNTSI(PSICHAN, A1STIME)
As described above, creates an inferroi fork that initiates an Interrupt Oil
	 every
time the current fork acciimulate^ AISTIAIE milhsecoiids of runtime.
I PSITINI r(PSIC:HAN)
Turns off any nn mn interrupt oil 	 that may have been set up by PSITIME.
ACI RTIW(PSICHAN, aAC2)
Does the RTIW JSYS oil 	 Accumulator I Is the value of the call, accumulator 2
is returned in AC.2.
STIW(PSICHAN, ACI, AC2)
Does the STIW JSYS on PSICHAN. 40 and AC2 go Into accumulators 2 and 3.
STATUS - CTRPW(FORK)
The trap status of FORK is returned, using the GTRPW JSYS.
11 Im plementation of TENEX SAIL
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I
The TENEN SAIL systern is produced by a faidy complicated process, starting with many
files and hootstiaps. The entiir process is detailed in TELLEM, the SAIL implrmenter's guide.
It should not however hr necessary to go through this process since a complete set of
standard TENT\ SAV and REL files fur a ircent version will be available! from the Stanford
Artificial Intrlh;;encr Pinprt, eithrr on tape or over the ARPA network. The version Currently
..	 available will run on TENFN version L'11.
A complete TENF.N SAIL system consists of the following files, listed by the di r ectories on
which they should reside. Note that a chirctory <SAIL> .s required. Currently the total size is
about 150 pages of disk space..
a^Sll[^ »
jj	 SAIL.SAV	 SSAVEd compiler
u	 LOWTSA.REL	 loader bootctrip
does on whichever directory
compatibility believes to he SYS:
<SAIL>
T-n-SA1SGm.SAV
30PS3.OPS
HLBSAm.REL
LIBSAm.REL
BKTBL.BKT
UDOT.SAV
u
third secinrent, where m.n is the
vertion and subversion number
STARTICGDE npcocle table, created
sty 11AKTAB.TNX
I iurar1j
I ibrorij
standard hre.,k table file
version of UDDT for SAIL
includes single-stepping
instructions
It should be straightforward to obtain and install these files without any reassembly. The sources
for TENEN SAIL are available from Stanford or the author.
	
li	
11.1	 C:onirile•Tirrle Core Afar
a At compile time, there will usually be four segments In cure. The impure data starts at 140;
the SAIL coml,iler starts at about 400000 and ends at about •150000; the opcode table, if needed,
runs from about 600000 to G04Un0; the runtnnr system runs from 640000 to 670000. In addition,
	
S^	 UDDT runs at Its customary 770000 to about 775000.
u
u	 li
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11.2 Runrfine Core Map
At runtime for n SAIL-cominled pioj;ram, there are generally three segments: imp ,.:re data
starting at 110; piof ll iam rnul line data staitin t; at 100000; the runtime system between 610000 and
670000. In addition, paE ,.ec COO throuc;h 637 are rescrved for buffers by the SAIL 1/0 system. In
some cases these buffers will Ise PMAPped paE,es of DSK files. Additionally, UDDT, if loaded,
will be between 770000 and 7750.0.
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
L'
L'
1.
U
z
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D
Lisp of Runrirn , Routlncs
w+
Q
indlnlros	 ourrnrs nanlrd ajar a jsys.
il" iiar ► • 3 rourill^ • S from DEC .SAIL.
Q ARRYIN	 17 GTAD:. 23ARRYOUT 18 GTFUB:	 16	 1
ASND:l	 15 GTJI:N:l	 12
n AT]::,
	 29 GTJFNL: 12
GTRPW:: 10
GTSTS* I
BK JFN:-	 16 GTT1'P:- 22U I
CALLS 9 IDTIM::	 21
CFILE	 14 INDE\FILE
	 IIU C.:HARIN	 18 INPUT	 IS
CHAROUT 17 INTIN
	 18
CHFDB:^	 16 INTMAP 29U CLKMOD :O INT^,ET 29CLOSES 7 INTTBL 30
CLOSF* 14 INTTY 22
CLOSINS 7
uLJ CLOSOV 7
CVJFN 8 JFNS:	 15
a DELF:	 14 KPSITIME ?0
a
DELNFe. ,
	14
DEVST:,	 16
DEVTYPE 16 LINOUT	 17
DFR1N1	 10 LOOKUPS 6
DFRINT 30
^J DIRST* 24
DISABLE 29 MTAPES 7
DSKIN 20 MTOPR.;	 16U DSKOUT 20
DTI:	 29
n
JI
DVCHR:- 16 ODTIM* 23
OPENS 6
OPENF	 13
ENABLE 29 OPENFILE
	 10
ENTERS 6 OUT 17
l ERti7'R:-	 21
PBTIN•:	 22
GDSTS,:-	 15 PMAP	 23
GETC:HANS R 11SIM"'NIS "
GJINF: 23 PSIAIAP	 29
U
GNJFN:-	 12 PSIRUNTM	 30
is`
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u
u
I
1
e
0
U
I!
u
L
Il
L'
U
u
u
.1
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RCHPTR 19
REALIN 18
R ELD:, 15
R ELEASEI 7
RENAMEI 6
R F RSZ 16
R FCOCA 21
RFMOD* 21
RFP1'Re.- 20
RLJFN:: 14
RNAMF:^ 15
RTIW::! 10
RUNPRG 24
RUNTM:: 23
R WDPTR 20
$CHI - R 19
SDSTS:^ 15
SETL:HA;-. 11
SETINPUT ' I
SETPL II
SFCOC* 21
SFMOD-7 21
SFPTR* 20
SINI 18
SIZEF:: 15
STDBRK 18
STDEV;, 16
STDIR::• 24
STIW: 10
STPAR:: 22
STSTS:- 15
STTYP:, 22
SWDPTR 20
UNDELETE 14
USETII 7
USETOI 7
WORDIN 17
WORDOUT 17
yew- 1
i
0
U
it
D
U
u
u
u
iu
fl
I'
i IJ
L
ip
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